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An abstract control system is described in a triple (X, U, ~) denoting the state 
set, the input set, and the state transition O:X× U~X, respectively, which is 
handled as (i) an algebra consisting of a carrier set X equipped with a set of unary 
operations ¢( - ,  u):X~X, u C U, or as (ii) a relational system of a carrier set X 
with a binary relation q~ c X × X, where (x, x ' )  E q~ if there exists u E U satisfying 
x '  = 4(x, u). The former standpoint is merely algebraic and intensive studies on its 
structures uch as homomorphisms and congruences are exhausted in the setting of 
universal algebra. The purpose of this article is to establish a unified way of 
treating the above two points of view and to characterize a basic control concept, 
feedback as an intermediate object connecting those two, which is shown to be an 
abstract extension of the linear geometric approach. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the past decade the geometric approach to multivariable linear control 
has made numerous contributions to analysis and synthesis problems of 
linear control systems and (.4, B)-invariant subspaces have played the central 
role in its approach (Wonham, 1979). 
The purpose of this article is to establish these geometric notions within 
the framework of abstract algebra for the class of controlled systems 
described in (total or partial) state transitions; therefore, it is hoped that the 
present article provides the reader with a foundation for studying any 
controlled schemes uch as nonlinear control systems, controlled automata, 
traffic flow, flow chart schemes, etc. 
A control system (CS for short) treated in this article is a triple (X, U, ~), 
where X denotes a state set, U an input alphabet, and ~: X × U~ X a state 
transition (here ~ may be a total or partial and/or a single-valued or multi- 
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valued function although we will discuss the total/single-valued case mostly). 
Throughout the article we will have two different standpoints on a CS: one is 
how each input affects the state transition individually, and the other is how 
all inputs affect the transition as a whole. 
The former case handles CS as a pair (X;F)~, where F, standing for 
"function," is a set of unary operations Ou, parameterized by u E U and 
defined as 
¢.: x -* x,  x ~ O.(x) := O(x, u). 
Therefore CS is treated as an algebraic object which we will call an algebraic 
control system (ACS for short). 
On the other hand, the latter case handles CS as a pair (X; R)o, where R, 
standing for "relation," is a binary relation on X, a subset o fX  × X, which is 
defined as (x, x') E R iff there exists u E U such that x '  = O(x, u). Hence CS 
is considered as a relational object which we will call a relational control 
system (RCS for short). 
A feedback, which is a well-established technique in control theory for 
changing characteristics of the state transition, is defined by specifying a 
mapping a: X × V~ U, where V is another input alphabet, and the resulting 
feedback system is determined by the new state transition 4~ defined by 
O~:xx  v - .x ,  (x ,v )~O°(x ,v ) :=O(x ,a (x ,v ) ) .  
Hence the feedback a can be considered as a reorganizing method of the 
system by relabelling the input alphabet or by reproducing inputs under the 
new input alphabet which procedure may depend on the present state. 
For example, let us consider an automaton d (see Hopcroft and Ullman, 
1979) given in Fig. l(a), where state set X= {qo, q~, q2, q~}, input alphabet 
U= {u s, u2}, and state transition 4 is as shown in the figure. In particular, qo 
is the initial state from which all the transitions tart, and q3 is the terminal 
state where all the transitions terminate. Let us define a feedback 
a: X × V ~ U, where V= {vl, v2} as 
qo, vt (::), (ql,- 
Then the new state transition ¢~: X × V-* X, which is the feedback system of 
¢i when a is applied to •, is described in Fig. l(b). 
It is an easy exercise to see that the regular expression accepted by 
automaton d is (ulu2)*(u zU u~)U (u2ul)*(UlU u2), and that the one 
accepted by ~e'- is V2(~ U v z V)v 1 where ~ is the empty input string. 
Thus, a feedback induces a transformation from one automaton to the 
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FIo. 1. (a) Automaton J .  (b) Feedback automaton d ". 
other by preserving suitable transitions, by discarding or inhibiting 
undesirable transitions, and by relabelling inputs from a new input alphabet. 
In the article we will develop notions of homomorphisms and congruences 
of the above-mentioned two standpoints in a unified way and will charac- 
terize a role of feedbacks as a medium connecting those two, which is shown 
to be an abstract extension of the linear geometric approach. 
In the past, several authors have attempted generalizations of concepts 
appearing in the linear geometric ontrol to various classes of systems uch 
as automata, sequential machines, and general systems (see Liepa and 
Wonham, 1978; Nomura and Furuta, 1981; Nomura, 1980, 1981b; 
Ramadge and Wonham, 1981). The article by Liepa and Wonham is the first 
one which undertook the algebraic formulation of state feedback and certain 
invariance concepts ((a, fl)-invariant and (a, fl)-containable subalgebras) with 
regard to fibred-input systems, with a flavor of universal algebra and lattice 
theory. Nomura and Furuta (1981) gave an improved efinition of a broader 
class of invariant partitions which are proved to be possessing good 
properties (see Nomura, 1980, 1981b for further improvements and 
developments). Their discussion is descriptive or set theoretic rather than 
algebraic, that aspect which is reformed by Ramadge and Wonham (1981) 
by means of defining the notion S-congruence (successor congruence) in 
terms of a reachability preserving property, which is shown to be equivalent 
to control invariant partitions. 
In this article we will develop a viewpoint that unifies all the above- 
mentioned discussions from a point of view of homomorphisms and 
congruences. 
II. LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Let us consider lenear systems described in 
Xk+ 1 =Ax k + BUk, (1) 
where x and u are elements of some vector spaces U and X of appropriate 
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FIG. 2.. Commutative diagram of (A,B). 
dimension, respectively, and A and B are matrices with compatible size. A 
subspace R of X is called A-invariant if 
ARcR.  
A significance of A-invariant subspaces is the implication of existence of 
matrices .~ and /~ so that the two diagrams of Fig. 2 become commutative 
where ~r: X~ J( := X/R shows the canonical projection. Thus starting from 
an original system (A, B) one can get a reduced system (A, B). 
Apparently 7~ is an algebraic "homomorphism" between the two systems 
and R is defining an algebraic "congruence" for an algebraic object (A, B). 
Several control problems can be formulated as how to alter the system into 
the other by applying state feedbacks or dynamic compensators so that the 
resulting system has the configuration like Fig. 2, where R represents 
typically an unsuitable part of the system. 
A subspace R of X is called (A, B)-invariant if 
ARc R + Im(B), (2) 
which is known to be equivalent to an existence of state feedback K such 
that 
(A +BK)R cR ,  (3) 
Thus one can again get the reduced system (A,B) under the canonical 
projection ~r:X--,X/R. As is readily verified, one of the most interesting 
features here is that (A,B) thus obtained is unique up to the feedback 
equivalence; more precisely, given R, let K~ and K 2 be solutions for (3) and 
let (A~,BI) and (A2,BR) be homomorphic images of (A +BKI ,B  ) and 
(A + BK z, B) under the projection ~: X ~ X/R, respectively. Then there exist 
nonsingular matrices T and G, and a matrix K satisfying 
21 = T-I(tT2 +fie K) T; /~ = T-'B2G. 
This property suggests that given linear maps A and B as A. + Im(B) 
(therefore, the feedback equivalence class of (A, B)) and an (A, B)-invariant 
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subspace R, we are able to define a homomorphism rc:X~X/R whose 
homomorphic image is the feedback equivalence class of the above (A l , B 0. 
Another feature of (.4, B)-invariant subspaces is a semi-lattice structure; 
that is, by defining the supremum of two (A, B)-invariant subspaces S and T 
as 
SVT=S+T 
(where + denotes the subspace addition), the set of (A,B)-invariant 
subspaces has the structure of a join semi-lattice. As a consequence of the 
join lattice property we have that for a given subspace L of X there exists the 
supremum (A, B)-invariant subspace contained in L, the property which is 
frequently used for control synthesis problems. 
III. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Let A and B be sets. Then a relation R between el and B is a subset of the 
Cartesian produce A × B, that is, R c A × B. For any relations R c A × B 
and S ~ B × C we define the composition or the composite relation of R and 
S as 
R o S = { (a, c) I (a, b) E R and (b, c) E S for some b E B }; 
here we adopt the juxtaposed manner for expressing composite relations. If 
R c A × B then its inverse relation R - ~ c B × el is defined as 
R -~= {(b, a)I (a,b)ER}. 
A relation R cA×A :=A z is called (i) symmetric if R=R -~, (ii) 
reflexive if R D A A := {(a, a) [ a C A }, and (iii) transitive if R o R c R. 
If a relation R c A 2 is symmetric, reflexive, and transitive it is called an 
equivalence relation of A, which uniquely corresponds to a disjoint covering 
of A, that is, 
A=URi ,  Ri=/=O , Ri~Rjg=O iff i=j, 
i 
where R i c el. 
All the elements of relations between A and B are partially ordered as 
S<T if SeT 
as subsets of A × B. By this partial ordering, the set of equivalence relations 
becomes a lattice, in particular, a complete lattice; namely, for an arbitrary 
collection of equivalence relations Ri, i E I, its infimum and supremum are, 
respectively, defined as 
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/~, R i= (-') R i, (4.1) 
iel i~I 
V Ri = A {T[ T> R i, Vi E I; Tis an equivalence r lation}. (4.2) 
iEI 
Hence V R i is the smallest equivalence relation containing all R i. Let us 
denote the set of equivalence relations on A equipped with the above lattice 
structure by ~'(A). It should be pointed out that in an alternative way, for a 
collection of R ;E  g'(A), MR ~ can be inductively constructed as a transitive 
closure according to 
TO = U Ri; Tk ~- Tk-1 0 To; V Ri= U rk (4.3) 
i~l i~l k>O 
(see Gratzer, 1979). Thus, for a, b CA,  (a, b) C MR i iff there exist finite 
sequences of indices i k and of points eik, where k C [1, n] (where [ 1, n] := 
{1 ..... n}) and i k C I such that 
(a, ci)  C R i', (ci~, ci2 ) C R i2 ..... (ci,_l, ei, ) ~ R i., ci, = b. 
A universal algebra or, briefly, algebra d ,  is a pair (A;F), where A is a 
nonvoid set, the carrier set of ~¢, and F is a family of finitary operations on 
A, the operational domain of J ;  more precisely, F consists of a set of 
operations 12 = {o~} with mappings r: 12 ~ N, the set of non-negative integers, 
and then r(og) is called the arity of w and each co defines the r(co)-ary 
mapping 
o9: A s(°)) ~ A. 
EXAMPLES. (i) Let us consider addition +, negative signature --, and 
scalar multiplication a. These define a binary, a unary, and a unary 
operations, respectively: 
+, r(+) = 2, 
--, v(--) = 1, 
(ii) 
+ :AZ~A,  (a ,b)~-*a+b,  
--: A ~ A, a ~ -a ,  
a., v(a.) = 1, a . :A -~A,  a~--~a.a, 
A lattice is an algebra (,4; V, A), where V and A are binary 
operations on A, called join and meet, respectively, satisfying the idempotent, 
commutative, associative, and absorption laws with respect o V and A. 
(iii) Let us consider linear system (1) as an algebra (X;F),  where F 
consists of unary operations 0u, u E U, defined as 
Ou: X ~ X, x t--~ Ou(X) = Ax + Bu. 
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A rational system d is a pair (.4; R), where A is a nonvoid set, the 
carrier set of sO', and R is a family of finitary relations on A, the relational 
domain of d ;  more precisely, R consists of a set of relations D = {co} with 
mappings r: D ~ N +, the set of positive integers, and then r(co) is called the 
arity of co and each co defines the r(co)-ary relation 
co ~A T(~°). 
EXAMPLES. (i) A partially ordered set is a relational system ~ = (.4; <), 
where < is a binary relation on A satisfying the reflexivity, antisymmetry, 
and transitivity conditions. 
(ii) Linear system (1) can be considered as a relational system (X; R), 
where R consists of a single binary relation co on X, that is, 
co = A. + Im(B) 
and 
r(co) = 2 
defined as 
(x, x ' )  C co iff x' E Ax + Im(B). 
(Note: We thus can treat the effect of input as a whole, and it should be 
noted that this treatment is invariant under nonsingular feedbacks of the 
form u = Fx + Gv with det G v~ 0.) 
Control systems CS which we will be studying are described in a triple 
(X, U, 4) denoting, respectively, a state set, an input alphabet, and a state 
transition which is a mapping. 
~):X× U~X.  
(Remark: In the following discussion, there will be no change in the 
exposition even if we assume that 0 is a partial function or that O is a multi- 
valued function, although we will not discuss these cases in detail). 
As was mentioned in Section I, we are interested in considering a CS in 
two particular ways, i.e., as an algebra and as a relational system. More 
precisely, (i) CS is an algebra (X; F)~ called an algebraic control system, 
where every element co of F is a unary operation 0u, u E U; that is, r(co) = 1, 
which is defined by 
0.: x -~ iv, x ~ 0u(x) = 0(x, u), 
and (ii) CS is a relational system (X; R)~ called a relational control system, 
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where R has only single element co with r(co)= 2 defined as co c X 2 and 
(x, x') C co iff x' = ¢(x, u) for some u C U. Thus a given CS can be studies 
from the two different standpoints of (i) how each input affects the state 
transition individually or of (ii) how all inputs affect the transition as a 
whole. 
A feedback is a mapping 
a :XX V-- 
where V is another input alphabet and the resulting feedback system is deter- 
mined by the new state transition ¢'~ defined by 
¢~: x x v-~ x, (x, v) ~ ¢°(x, v) = ¢(x, a(x, v)). 
In particular, if ¢(x,--): V~ U is surjective for all x C X, it is called a 
regular feedback. In such a case, the feedback does not inhibit transitions 
and the feedback system preserves the original one-step reachability 
structure. 
IV. HOMOMORPHISMS AND CONGRUENCES 
In this section We will define homomorphisms and congruences for 
algebras and relational systems which are derived from CS's. Hence, we 
shall assume that all algebras have only unary operations in their operational 
domains and that all relational systems have only single binary relations in 
their relational domains. 
DEFINITION 1. (i) Let (A;F)  and (B;F)  be algebras. A mapping 
h :A~B is called an A-homomorphism if hoco~=coA °h  for all ogEF  
(where coA means an operation defined on A; thus the suffix A is added to 
indicate where the operation is being considered). In other words, the 
diagram shown in Fig. 3 is commutative. 








FIG. 3. A-homomorphism. 




~o A w A to A 
,~ A A ~A A ~.-A 
I I h o 
mB ~B B ~ B C~B ~--B (hi t°B ,~B (c) 
(a) n-homomorphism. (b) U-homomorphism. (c) R-homomorphism. 
(a) a n-homomorphism if 
h o co~ ~ coA ° h (see Fig. 4(a)), (5) 
(b) a U-homomorphismif 
h o co~ ~ coA ° h (see Fig. 4(b)), (6) 
and 
(c) an R-homomorphism if it is a U- and n-homomorphism (see 
Fig. 4(c)). 
Notes. (1) In the diagrams in Fig. 4, relationals coA and coR are 
considered as multi-valued functions. 
(2) The idea of expressing (5) and (6) diagramatically as in Fig. 4(a) 
and (b) are borrowed from Ref. [11], where U- and n-homomorphisms are 
called ordered and opordered R-morphisms, respectively. 
Remarks. (1) Condition (5) is precisely read as: for aEA and bEB,  
(a,b) EcoA °h  implies (a ,b )~hoco  B. Therefore, if eEA is such that 
(a, c) C coA and b = h(e) then it is true that (h(a), h(e)) ~ coR. Hence n -  
homomorphism is an equivalent notion to homomorphism defined for 
structures in Gratzer (1979). 
(2) Condition (6) is read as: if (h(a),b)E cob for a EA and b CB 
then (a, d) E coA for some d E A satisfying h(d) = b. 
(3) Let us consider linear systems (A, B) defined on X and (A, B) on 
Y(, and a linear mapping H: X--* X_ According to Definition l(i), if H is an 
A-homomorphism it follows that 
H(Ax + Bu) = A(Hx) + .Bu 
for arbitrary x E X and u C U; therefore, 
HA = A-H, HB = 
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FIG. 5. (a) Example 1. (b) Example 2. 
as seen in Fig. 2. On the other hand, if H is an R-homomorphism it follows 
that 
H(Ax + Im(b)) = A(Hx) + Im(/~), 
that condition which is obviously invariant under nonsingular feedbacks. 
EXAMPLES. Fig. 5(a) and (b) give digraph theoretical examples of 
U/O/R-homomorphisms (where / means "or"), where mappings hl, h2, gl, 
g2 are defined according to 
hi: 1H4,  2&3~- ,5 ,  
]12: 6~--~4, 7&8~-~5, 
gj: 4~--~ 1, 5~--~3, 
g2: 4~-~6, 5~--~8. 
It is easily varified that h~ is a O-homomorphism but not an R- 
homomorphism while h 2 is an R-homomorphism, and that gl is a {,.)- 
homomorphism but not an R-homomorphism while g2 is an R- 
homornorphism. 
DEFINITION 2. Let (.4; F) (or (A; R)) be an algebra (a rational system), 
and S be an equivalence relation on A, that is, S C ge(A). S is called an A- 
congrence (an R-congruence) if 
So~AccoAoS for all ~o E F (e> ~ R). (7) 
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Remarks. (1) Condition (7) is read as: if (a, b) C S and (b, e) C c% then 
we can find d E A satisfying (a, d) C co A and (d, e) E S. 
(2) Let us consider linear system (.4, B) on X and an equivalence 
relation induced by a subspace S of X; that is, (x 1, x2) C S iff x I - x 2 E S. 
According to (7), if S is an A-congruence, for x~,x 2~X such that 
(x 1 , x2) E S and any u ~ U, let us set that Y2 = Ax2 + Bu; then it follows that 
(Xl' Y2) ~ (DA o S;  that is, (Yl, Y2) E S, where Yl = Axl + Bu. Hence 
Y~-  Y2 = A(x l -  x2)C S. Thus S to be an A-congruence necessarily implies 
that it is A-invariant. It is easy to show that the reverse is also true. 
(3) On the other hand, if S is an R-congruence, for x 1, x 2 E S such 
that (xl ,x2)C S and any u2C U, let us define y2=Ax2 +Bu2. Then 
according to (7), if follows that (xl ,y2) C~o A o S; that is, there exists Ul such 
that (Y~,Y2) C S, where yl = Ax I + BUl. Therefore, Yl -Y2  =A(x~ - x2) + 
B(u 1-u2)  ES,  that is to say, AScS+Im(B) .  Hence S being an R- 
congruence implies that it is (A, B)-invariant. 
(4) Given CS = (X, U, ~) and S E g'(X), if S is an A-congruence then, 
for xl ,  x 2 E X such that (Xl, x2) C S, and arbitrary u C U, it always follows 
that (O(x~, u), ~i(x2, u) )C  S. Thus the "substitution property" holds in this 
case. 
(5) On the other hand, if S is an R-congruence, for x~, x2 C X 
satisfying (x~, x2) ~ S and arbitrary u 2 C U 2, it holds that (x I , Y2) E co A o S, 
where Y2 = 0(x2, u2). Therefore, there exists u~ such that (y~,y2) C S, where 
Yl = O(xI,Yl), that is, (~b(x 1,ul) O(xz, u2) ) ~ S. It should be noticed, hence, 
that R-congruence is an equivalent notion to control invariant partition 
defined in [10]. 
(6) In [11], Ramadge and Wonham (1981) introduced a concept S- 
congruence (successor congruence) by saying that an equivalence relation on 
X is an S-congruence for CS -= (X, U, 4) if there exists ¢: X X U~ .~, where 
X=X/S ;  that is, if there exists CS = (2(, U, 4), such that the canonical 
projection zc: X~X becomes an R-homomorphism. In the literature it is 
shown that S-cogruence is equivalent o control invariant partition. It could 
be said that R-congruence given by (7) is an explicit while S-congruence is 
an implicit way of defining the same mathematical object, as will be seen in 
Theorem 1. It is the author's opinion, however, that R-congruence is the 
easiest o handle algebraically among the above 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider a state transition described in Fig. 6, where 
the state set has three nodes and the input alphabet is {1, 2}. Let S be an  
equivalence relation expressed by the dotted lines in the figure. It is readily 
checked that S is not an A-congruence but is an R-congruence. 
We shall call an A/(..)/O/R-homomorphism h surjective or injective if the 








~,-o 0 1 ; 
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FIG. 6 Example of R-congruences. 
mapping h is surjective or injective, respectively. If an A/R-homomorphism 
h: ~ ~ 3 is surjective then ~ is called an A/R-homomorphic mage of J 
with respect to h. An A/R-isomorphism is an A/R-homomorphism which is 
injective and surjective. 
Given an algebra d = (.4; F)  and an A-congruence S, we can construct a 
new algebra called the quotient algebra as follows. The new algebra is 
defined on the quotient set A/S  = {[a] I a E A }, where [a] is the equivalence 
class containing a, with operations defined as 
= 
and the new algebra is denoted by ~/S= (A/S:F).  In fact, this new 
algebraic structure is well-defined and uniquely determined which ensures the 
canonical projection 7r: A--*A/S to be an A-homomorphism (see Gratzer, 
1979). 
When relational systems are concerned the construction of quotients with 
respect to R-congruences is characterized in the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let d be a relational system (A;R)  and S be an 
equivalence relation on A and let h :A - - ,A /S  be the canonical projection. 
Then we can endow A/S  with a relational structure so that h becomes a N- 
homomorphism. In particular, if S is an R-congruence for d ,  A /S  is 
uniquely provided with a relational structure which ensures h to be an R- 
homomorphism. 
In order to prove the above theorem we need a basic 
LEMMA 1. For a surjective mapping h: A -* B, 
(a) hoh-lDAA, 
(b) h - loh=A B. 
643/51/1-3 
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For  relations S, T c A N B,  P c A X A,  Q c B N B, 
(c) S c T implies P o S c P o T and S o Q c T o Q. 
Proof. 
P roo f  o f  Theorem 
A A c h o h-1 we obtain 
o9 A o hcho  h -1 oo9 A o h. 
Hence if we define the relational structure R on A/S  as 
09A/s  =h -1 o (.o A o h cA /S  X A /S ,  
it follows that 
It is obvious from the definition of composite relations. II 
1. By post-multiplying ~o A o h to both sides of 
(8) 
co A o h c h o On/s; (9) 
that is, h is a O-homomorphism of d onto ~ = (A /S ;  R) .  
In particular if S = h o h -  1 is an R-congruence we have 
(hoh  ' )oo~c~o~o(hoh 1) (10) 
from the definition of R-congruence. Therefore from (8), (10), we get 
h o o9~/s = h o h-~ o co~ o h 
~COAohoh- l  oh  
=~aoh 
by using (b) of Lemma 1. Thus together with inclusion (9), we can conclude 
that h is an R-homomorphism. In order to show the uniqueness of this new 
quotient structure, we may observe that the set equation 
h o ~OA/s = co A o h 
has only one solution for COAl s provided h is surjective. II 
Remark .  It should be noticed that the relational structure defined by (8) 
is the least for which h becomes a N-homomorphism. The reader should 
compare this theorem with Proposition V-I.1 (Cohn, 1965), where the 
notion of R-congruence is absent in defining a quotient relational system. 
As a result of the above theorem, for given a relational system (,4; R) and 
an R-congruence S, we will call the new relational system uniquenly defined 
in the theorem the quotient relational system of A with respect o S, denoted 
by J /S  = (A /S ;R) .  
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Example of quotient systems. 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider a relational system ~¢ = (A;R),  where A = 
{al,az,a3} and coA = {(al,a3), (a2,a3), (a3,al)} and let S C ~(A) be 
{a l ,a  2, a~} and TE  b~(A) be {a l, a3 ,az  }, where the underlines mean the 
partitions associated with equivalence relations (see Fig. 7 for illustrations). 
First notice that S is just an equivalence relation and not an R-congruence 
while T is  an R-congruence. Let A/S  := C = {G, e2} and A/T  := D = {dj, d2} 
and let the canonical projections h: A ~ C and g: A ~ D be defined by 
h: a l  l---~ c I , a2  a31---> c 2,  
g: a2~-~d ~, a~,a3~-~d z. 
According to the construction in the proof of the theorem, we define 
COC = h -1  o COA o h = {(el ,  c2), (e2, e l )  , (c2, e2)}, 
co D =g-1  o COA o g= {(dl, d2) , (d2, d2) } 
(see Fig. 7). It is easily seen that h: d ~ c~ is a O-homomorphism but not 
an R-homomorphism while g: d ~ ~ is an R-homomorphism. It should be 
noticed that even if we add any extra arrows to c~, h remains O- 
homomorphic (thus coc is the least among those with respect to the set 
inclusion). 
V. PROPERTIES OF HOMOMORPHISMS AND CONGRUENCES 
As a counterpart of Theorem 1 we have the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let h: d ~ ~q~ be an R-homomorph&m o ld  onto .~. Then 
the equivalence relation on A induced from h, h o h-~, is an R-congruence of 
d .  
Proof Since h is an R-homomorphism we have 
coA°h=h°co~"  (11) 
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Therefore, we obtain 
(hoh 1) ocoAchoh- lOcoAohoh-1  
=hoh -1 ohocoBoh -1 
=how~oh -1 
=coA°(h°h ~) 
hence h o h-  1 is proved to be an R-congruence. 
(by (a), (c) of Lemma 1) 
(by (11)) 
(by (b) of Lemma 1) 
(by (11)); 
| 
The following is the relational version of (algebraic) homomorphism 
theorem: 
THEOREM 3 (relational homomorphism theorem). Let d and ~ be 
relational systems and h be an R-homomorphism of d onto ~.  Let S be the 
R-congruence induced from h, that is, S :  h o h i. Then J /S  is R- 
isomorphic to ~ and the R-isomorphism is given by g: [a] ~ h(a), a C A. 
Proof It is apparent that g is well defined and injective and surjective. In 
order to prove that it is an R-isomorphism we may show only that g 
preserves the relational structure. Indeed, by letting 7r:A ~A/S  be the 
canonical projection (therefore, it is an R-homomorphism from Theorem 1), 
we have 
coA/S O g---- (7"/--10 coA O 7~) O g 
:T r -1  o COA o h 
=g o co~ 
(by definition of coALS) 
(by commutative zr o g = h) 
(since h is an R-homomorphism), 
which was to be proved. | 
In the rest of this section we will establish some basic properties 
concerning R-homomorphisms and R-congruences. 
LEMMA 2. Let 5d=(A;R) ,  ~=(B;R) ,  ~=(C;R)  be relational 
systems and h: A ~ B, g: B ~ C be U/O/R-homomorphisms. Then h o g: 
A ~ C is also a U/N/R-homomorphism. 
Proof In the case of U-homomorphism, from the assumption, we have 
hoco BCcoAoh, 
gowcmws og. 
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Hence by using (c) of Lemma 1 and the above assumptions, we get 
(hog)  o Cocch o co Bog  
C COA o (h o g). 
As for O/R-homomorphisms we can prove in a similar manner. | 
LEMMA 3. Let S i, i ~ 1, be R-congruences of  the relational system d ;  
then their supremum V S i is also an R-congruence. 
Proof Recall the inductive construction of VS  i, (4.3), i.e., 
To=US i, Tk=Tk_,oT0, S'  = U Tk. 
i k 
We will prove by induction on k. For k = 0 since 
S i o coA ~ (DA o S i 
for all i, it follows that 
Let us assume that it is true that 
Then it follows that 
for all i; therefore 
that is to say 
Tk  o S i  o O)A ~ Tk  O WA O S i 
c co A o Tk ° S i 
o °COA COA Tk Si ; 
rk  + 1 "o (z) A c (A) A o rk  + 1 • 
Hence we have proved that V S i is an R-congruence. | 
For the relational system ~t, let CR(d  ) denote the set of all R- 
congruences of d and let %(d)  denote the relational system (CR(d) ;  ~<). 
Then owing to Lemma 3, we have the following theorem whose partially 
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analogous version is well-established with respect o algebras (see Gratzer, 
1979). 
THEOREM 4. c~R(J" ) is a complete lattice. In particular, it is a join sub- 
semi-lattice of ~(A), the complete lattice of all equivalence relations on A. 
Proof. Owing to Lemma3, in order to show that C~R(d ) has the 
structure of a complete lattice, we may define an infimum operation 
appropriately. 
Let S i, i ~ / ,  be R-congruences of ~¢. Define 
A Si = V {TJ T is an R-congruence of~¢ 
i~ l  
smaller than all S", i C I}; 
that is, Ai~ ~ S" is the supremum element of R-congruences smaller that all 
S i, i C L This operation is well-defined because of Lemma 3. Hence c~(~¢) 
is a complete lattice. 
The latter half of the theorem is a restatement of Lemma 3. II 
Note. It should be noticed that A~ z S i defined in the above proof is 
usually smaller than Ai~ 1 S; when S i are considered as elements of ~(A) 
and, therefore, Ai~ z S i :=  OiEi Si. Hence c~R(~¢ ) is not a complete sublattice 
of g(A) in general. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4 we have the following which is an 
abstraction of the linear result, "there exists a supremum (A,B)-invariant 
subspace contained in a given subspace": 
COROLLARY. Given a relational system d andan equivalence relation 
S, there exists a unique maximal R-congruence S* satisfying S* < S. 
Proof First let us notice that the set of R-congrences smaller than S is 
not empty; in fact, a trivial R-congruence 0, which distinguishes all elements 
of A as different, always satisfies this requirement. Let {Ti}i be a chain of R- 
congruences smaller than S; then it is bounded from above by V i T i because 
of Lemma 3. Therefore, by the Zorn's lemma, there exists at least one 
maximal R-congruence l ss than S. Further the uniqueness follows again by 
the closure property of R-congruences under the join. II 
VI. FEEDBACK THEORY OF CONTROL SYSTEMS 
In this section we shall relate the results obtained in the previous ections 
concerning various homomorphisms and congruences to control systems in 
terms of feedback. 
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As mentioned before, CS22= (X, U,¢) can be associated with ACS 
{X; F)o and RCS {X; R)o. 
In the next three theorems we will let ~V' 1 = (X, U~ 0) and 222 = (Y, V, ~,) be 
two CS's. 
The next theorem asserts that if h is a U-homomorphism of RCS Z'~ into 
RCS Z' 2 then there exists a way of reorganizing the dynamics of £'~ from the 
viewpoint of the input alphabet of ~r' 1 by applying a feedback so that h is 
reduced to an A-homomorphism of ACS ~Z' 1 into ACS £'2 in the feedback 
system, and vice versa. 
THEOREM 5. h:X--* Y is a U-homomorphism of (X;R)o into (Y;R)o if 
and only if there exists a feedback a: X X V ~ U so that h becomes an A- 
homomorphism of (X; F)o into (Y; F)o. 
Note. This is the same result as Theorem 2.1 in [11]. 
Proof Let us denote that the set of unary operations of {X;F)~ is ~,, 
u C U, and that of (Y;F)~ is q%, v ~ V, and, in a similar way, that the 
binary relation of {X;R)¢ is ro and that of (Y;R)o is ro. 
If h is a U-homomorphism then h o ro c r~ o h. This inclusion implies 
that, for any x ~ X and v ~ V, there exists u ~ U satisfying 
~,,,(h(x)) = h(O, (x ) ) .  
We let us denote this correspondence of X X V into U by 
a: X x v - ,  U, (x, v) ~ a(x, v) = u. 
It is an easy exercise to show that h becomes an A-homomorphism of 
(X;F)o~, into (Y; F ) ,  by applying this feedback a. 
Conversely, if h is an A-homomorphism of (X;F)oo, into (Y;F) ,  for 
a: X X V~ U, the diagram 
X '7, ~X 
Y ~Y 
is commutative for all v; that is, 
Of, 
h o ¢~=0~, o h. 
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Forgetting individual inputs used yields a relational version 
h o ro = r~= o h, 
where r~ is the binary relation of the relational system (X; R~.  
Since it is true that r~o c r~, that is, the relational structure of the 
feedback system is always less rich than that of the original system, we 
finally get 
h o rocr  ~ o h; 
that is, h is a U-homomorphism. II
The next theorem asserts that if h is an injective n-homomorphism of 27l 
into "~2 then we can reorganize 272 from the viewpoint of the input of 271, 
resulting that h is an A-homomorphism of 271 into 27 2 in the feedback version. 
THEOREM 6. I f  h is an injeetive n-homomorphism of (X;R) ,  into 
(Y;R)o there exists a feedback #: YX  U--,V so that h is an A- 
homomorphism of (X; F)~ into (Y; F),~. Conversely, if h becomes an A- 
homomorphism of (X; F)o into (Y; F)oe by applying a feedback fl then h is a 
n-homomorphism of (X; R)o into (Y; R)o. 
Proof The proof is almost parallel to that of the previous theorem; 
therefore, we will give only a sketch of it. 
The meaning of G, ~%, r,, r o is the same as before. 
If h is a n-homomorphism then h o r o D r, o h. Further, if it is injective, 
for any y C Y lying in the image of h and for any u E U, we can select a 
unique x ~ X (since h is injective) and a v ~ V which satisfy 
~,o(y) = h(O,(x)). 
Let us call this partial correspondence of Y × U into V 
#:Y×U- ,V ,  (y ,u )~#(y ,u )=v.  
The values of // for those y which do not lie in the image of h may be 
assigned arbitrarily. 
It is readily seen that, for/9 thus constructed, the diagram 
~Ju 
X ,X  
Y )Y  
becomes commutative for all u ~ U. Hence h is an A-homomorphism of 
(X; F ) ,  into (Y; Fo~. 
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The converse statement follows by observing that 
h o ~'~u = ~u ° h for all u E U (by the assumption) 
=~ h o ro~ = r o o h (the relational version of the above) 
=~h or ,  Dr~oh (sincer o~ro~ ). II 
Remark. It is essential in the proof of the former part of the theorem to 
assume that h is an injective mapping. 
THEOREM 7. h: X -~ Y is an R-homomorphism if and only if  there exists 
a regular feedback ? :X× V~ U so that h is an A-homomorphism of  
{X; F),,/ into {Y; F)o. Furthermore, i f  h is injective, there exists a regular 
feedback 6: Y× U~ V so that h is an A-homomorphism of  {X;F)o into 
( Y; F>~a. 
Proof. We will only prove the equivalence between the first two 
statements. The rest of the theorem follows similarly by using the result in 
Theorem 6. 
If h is an R-homomorphism, it is a U-homomorphism. Hence, by 
Theorem 5, we can have a feedback 7 :XX V~ U so that h is an A- 
homomorphism of (X; F )~ into (Y; F)o. 
What we have to prove is that the feedback 6 can be constructed to be 
regular; that is, 7(x, - ) :  V~ U is surjective for all x. 
Since h is an R-homomorphism it implies that 
h o r o D r o o h; 
that is, it is a (-')-homomorphism. Hence, for arbitrary but fixed x E X and 
for any u C U, we can choose v C V satisfying ~%(h(x))= h(~),(x)). This 
exactly means that the mapping 7 is a regular feedback. 
Conversely, if 7 is a regular feedback by which h becomes an A- 
homomorphism of <X;F),~ into (Y ;F )o  then h o ~ = ~% o h for all v C V; 
that is, h o r~=r  o o h. Further, since ~ is regular, i.e., r~= r~, we have 
h o ro = r,  o h which means that h is an R-homomorphism. II 
As a counterpart of the above theorems we have the following, which 
asserts that if S is an R-congruence then there is a way to reparameterize the 
system by feedback so that S becomes an A-congruence in the feedback 
system. 
THEOREM 8. Let Z= (X, U, O) be a CS and S be an equivalence 
relation. I f  S is an R-congruence of  (X ;R) ,  then there exists a feedback 
a :X  N V~ U for  some input alphabet V such that S becomes an A- 
congruence of  (X;F),~. In particular, there exists a regular feedback 
satisfying the above property. 
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Conversely, if S becomes an A-congruence of (X; F)o~ for a regular 
feedback a then S is an R-congruence of (X; R ) , .  
Remark. This theorem is an extension of Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2 of [8], 
and of Theorem 1 of [10], and is a restatement of Lemma 3.3 of [11] in the 
present framework although the proof is original. 
Proof. We will prove the theorem by constructing V and regular a that 
do the whole job. 
Let us recall a property of R-congruence: if S is an R-congruence then, for 
any x, x'  CX  with (x ,x ' )ES  and uE  U, we can find u 'C  U satisfying 
u), O(x', u')) s. 
As a result of this property, to each x CX can be assigned an input 
u x E U in such a way that (x, x ' )  E S implies (~b(x, Ux), ~(x', Ux,)) E S. 
Finally, let us define V to be X × U and define a: X X V--+ U according to: 
u if (x, x ' )  E S, where u is chosen 
a: (x, v) = (x, (x', u')) ~ so that (O(x, u), 4(x', u')) ~ S, 
u x if (x, x ' )  ~ S. 
Apparently, this pair of V and a fulfills the requirement of the theorem 
with a being regular. In fact, for any x~, x 2 C X such that (x~, x2) E S and 
for any v = (x', u') C V, 
(i) if (x 1, x ' )  E S (so, (x 2, x ' )  ~ S as well by transitivity of S) then 
(O(xi, a(x i, (x', u'))), #(x', u'))) C S, i=  1, 2, i.e., ((b~(xi, v), (b~(x ', v)) ~ S, 
i=  1, 2, because of the definition of a; therefore, (~b~(x~, v), 0~(x2, v)) ~ S 
by transitivity. On the other hand, 
(ii) if (xl,x')g~ S (so, (x2,x')q~ S as well), we have (O(xi, uxi ), 
#(x', ux,)) E S, i = 1, 2, according to the definition of u x, x E X; therefore, 
(gb(x I , Ux~ ), 0(x2, Ux2)) ~ S which implies (0~(xl, v), ~(x  z, v)) E S. 
In any case, a has the property that (Xl,Xz)C S implies (#=(x~, v), 
#~(x 2, v)) C S for all v C V; that is, S is an A-congruence of (X; F)o~. 
In order to see that a is a regular feedback, let x be fixed arbitrarily and u 
be arbitrarily. If we choose v to be (x,u) E V then, according to the 
definition of a, we have 
a: (x, (x, u)) u, 
which means that a(x , - ) :  V--+ U is surjective for all x, which is to be 
proved. 
As for the converse statement, if S becomes an A-congruence by a regular 
feedback a, we have 
oL  So  c<, oS. 
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Hence 
vEV vEV 
Since a is regular, that is, Uv~v ~ = ro, the binary relation of (X; R)o, we 
finally obtain 
S o re ~ FO o S 
which implies that S is an R-congruence. I
The next example suggests that there is much smaller V for the solution. 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider CS 22 = (X, U, ¢), where 
X= {Xo,X l ,xz ,yo ,y l ,y2},  U= {u 1, u2, u3}, ~:XX U~X 
is defined as Fig. 8, and let us consider an equivalence r lation S prescribed 
by Ix0, Yo, xa, YJ, xz, Y2 }. 
It is easy to check that S is an R-congruence. Let us set 
V= {vl, v 2, v 3, v4} and define feedback a :XX V~ U as in Fig. 9; then it 
will be seen that S becomes an A-congruence with respect o (X; F)~o and 
that this feedback a is regular as required. The reader should examine that 




u I u 2 y2"~ u3 u5 C Yl  ~ Y0 
FIG. 8. State transition. 
XO YO x I Y l  x2 Y2 
v I u I u I u I u I u I u 1 
v 2 u 2 u 2 u 2 u 2 u 2 u 2 
v 3 u 3 u I u 3 u 3 u 3 u 3 
v 4 u 2 u 3 u 3 u 3 u 3 u 3 
FIG. 9. Feedback a: X X V-~ U. 
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In view of Lemma 2 and Theorem 7 we can define a partial ordering -< 
among all CS's with respect to R-homomorphic images according to: 
(X, U, 0 )= N1 <N2 = (K V, ~,) iff (Y; R),  is an R-homomorphic image of 
(X; R)o. Let us say that z~ 1 and N 2 are relationally equivalent i fX 1 < N 2 and 
X 2 < Z 1 . Then 
(*) The relational equivalence gives the R-isomorphism class of a CS 
in a category of RCSs and R-homomorphisms: significance which is evident 
in contrast with the other viewpoint; 
(**) The algebraic equivalence gives the A-isomorphism class of a CS 
a category of ACSs and A-homomorphisms. 
The statements of Theorem 7 asserts that properties concerned with struc- 
tural changes of CS's with respect to regular feedbacks are able to be 
discussed in the framework of ( , )  while the results obtained in (*) can be 
interpreted in the framework of (**) in terms of regular feedbacks. 
In the rest of this section we will have two basic, interesting properties 
which connect he viewpoints ( , )  and (**) via feedback. 
Let Z 1 = (X, U, 0) and Z 2 = (I1, V, ~) be CS's and h :X~ Y be an R- 
homomorphism of (2(;R), onto (Y;R)o. Theorem 3 (relational 
homomorphism theorem) asserts that Of; R)o/S is R-isomorphic to (Y; R)o, 
where S = h o h -1. On the other hand, in view of Theorem 7, since (Y; R)o 
is an R-homomorphic image of (X;R)~, there exists a regular feedback 
a: X × V--, U so that (Y; F)o becomes an A-homomorphic mage of (X; F)o. 
with respect to h. Therefore, (X;F),~/S is A-isomorphic to (Y;F)o. Let 
[(X;F)oo/S]R be the relational system derived from (X;F)o~/S. Then we 
have 
PROPOSITION 1. (X;R)o/S, [(X;F)o~/S]k, and (Y;R)o are R- 
isomorphic. | 
Let X=(X,U,O) be a CS and S be an R-congruence of (X;R)~. 
According to Theorem 8, there exist a new input alphabet V and a regular 
feedback a:X× V-* U so that S becomes an A-congruence for (X;F)~o. 
Therefore, we can factor (X; F )~ with respect o S to get (X; F)oo/S. On the 
other hand, since S is an R-congruence for (X; R) ,  we can have the quotient 
relational system (X;R)~/S according to Theorem 1. Let [0f ;F) , , /S]R be 
the relational system uniquely derived from (X;F)o~/S by forgetting 
individual inputs. An important connection between [(X;F)~/S]R and 
(X; R)~/S is the following: 
PROPOSITION 2. [(2(;F)o./S]R and (X ;R) JS  are R-isomorphic. II 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
In this article a unified approach to homomorph isms and congruences of 
algebras and relational systems which are derived from abstract control 
systems was developed, and feedbacks were character ized as media 
combining these two situations. 
A further direction of  this research in the control theory context is on a 
regulator problem (see Wonham,  1976) involving decomposi t ion theory of 
CS's  under feedback. Another  interesting direction of general izat ion is 
toward many sorted algebras, intensively discussed in computer  science 
methodo logy ' (see  Goguen,  1978). 
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